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Abstract: Internet media occupy a leading place in the modern media system. This type of media is characterized by a number of advantages: efficiency, economy, usability. On the one hand, they embody the advantages of traditional media, but multimedia and interactive technologies provide new opportunities for information exchange, and audience expansion. The tendencies of the Internet publication Islam-Today.ru ("Islam Today") development, which is the federal information and analytical portal opened five years ago and now is one popular and authoritative religious-oriented news sites of the country, are considered. The estimation of functional, technological, and creative components in portal activity is given. Attention is drawn to the peculiarities on the implementation by the periodical of a number of media functions: direct organizational, culturological, advertising and reference, and recreational. There are given the recommendations for improving information exchange, and increasing the effectiveness of working with its audience.
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The study is devoted to the identification of the features on the functioning of modern Internet media in the regional Russian mass media space. The research uses the following concepts: multimedia, interactive, electronic media outlet, media language, and genre.

Multimedia is mean by information that combines text, image, and sound; those technologies allow you to enter, save, process and reproduce not only textual, but also another types of information: audiovisual, graphic, three-dimensional and other information.

Electronic media outlet is a media that distributes textual, visual, audible and other information presented in an electronic medium or in a network version. It is believed that the common for all electronic publications are digital methods of describing information and similar technologies for managing this information when it is presented.

Media language is the language of the mass-media communications, a stable system of linguistic properties and characteristics, and a sign system for the correlation of verbal and audiovisual components specific to each of the media: printed (press), audiovisual (radio, television, the Internet).

The genre is understood as a kind of journalistic work. The authors adhere to the three-stage basis of genre formation in the mass media: information, problem-analytical, artistic-journalistic genres. Taking into account the specifics of Internet publications, special attention is paid to the information group of the journalism genres.

Materials and methods
The material of this research was the publication of the information and analytical federal portal Islam-Today.ru. The time interval covers the content of the site for 2017.

The methods used were: system analysis, content analysis, and comparison and collation analysis; they allowed the essential features to reveal in the development of this Internet media.

Results

The results of the research are broken down according to technological, genre and linguistic specifics, which form the basis of the media activity of this publication.

Technological specificity.

The media design of the media outlet is determined, mainly, by the visual attractiveness of its structure. This includes: graphic design, font size and type, color characteristics, as well as the volume and quality of multimedia content.

The study shows that the multimedia and interactive capabilities of the portal under consideration are diverse, contribute to the realization of various functions of the media: direct organizational, promotional and reference, forming the culture of society, and recreational.

Genre specificity.

The main part of the content of original journalistic texts is of information genres, what is explained by the peculiarities of the functioning of Internet media.

Discussion

Analysis of the technological component of the media outlet is as follows. The multimedia capabilities of the media outlet under study are as follows:
information retrieval, the ability to work with various applications (specifically: with text, graphics and audio editors, video). Viewing a slideshow is limited in nature: it is not accompanied by sound, animation, or audio citations.

Technical characteristics of the portal are in the presence of a mobile version: the media structure of the site has been automatically adapted to the user's devices. Corresponding to the basic multimedia characteristics, the resource provides an opportunity to listen or read books [1]. In addition, through innovative functionality, recreational functions are realized (for example, games: doing puzzles, guessing).

Having sufficiently widely use various multimedia features, the portal nevertheless has certain omissions. You should pay attention to such parameters as authorization and multilanguage ability [2]. The main function of authorization is to recognize the visitor, restrict or, on the contrary, enhance the access to certain types of content. In addition, authorization blocks spam.

It was revealed that the interactive techniques used by the Internet portal "Islamtoday" are reduced to three main ones: intra-portal communication, informativity, and renewability. Intras-portal communication is based on the evaluation of intra-portal messaging services, forum and feedback [3]. The following technical forms of organization of interactivity are established: e-mail, guest book, and blogs. It is worth highlighting also another form of interactivity - the module "Ask a question to the mufti".

Analysis of linguistic, stylistic, genre features.

Analysis shows that the main part of the content of original journalistic texts is represented by information genres. The most widely distributed are notes,
information correspondence, reports, blitz surveys. This feature is a direct consequence of the features of the Internet environment [4].

We see with the example of the activity of the media outlet under study that the principle of supplementing the multimedia environment works: the news material is accompanied by a photo report, a video; has thematic links, gives the audience the opportunity to vote and services for commenting [5].

If to speak about the quality component of media, we note that the news materials are presented by announcements, messages from own correspondents, RSS-streams or so-called "news feeds" organized according to chronological and thematic principles.

The structure of information materials is built on the standard principles of news journalism, in particular, the principle of the so-called "inverted pyramid" (short news reports are information-rich texts) [6]. Headlines of the portal texts perform an accenting function, with the aim of: attracting the attention of users, and matching to technical and technological aspects of optimization of search processes [7].

Specificity of the media language.

As the results of the analysis show, this feature is determined by stable linguostylistic features. They are expressed in the presence of cliched and thematically related phrases, the use of specific text-forming elements: "stated", "according to words", "as the source pointed out", "as the interlocutor noted", "as the interlocutor added", and others.

Writing text for the Internet is based on methods of search engine optimization and features of perception. Such text should contain key words or phrases, have the
information property, and should be clearly structured.

The revealed tendency is the use of so-called "sovietisms", words that often appeared on the pages of the Soviet press: "teamer", "leader", "subbotnik", "best worker", and others [8].

Changes in the economic and political spheres influenced the active use of borrowed words [9]. Mostly they are of English origin. Vocabulary of political and economic subjects was replenished with borrowings (for example: "clearing", "promotion", "leasing", "top manager" and others).

Borrowings from the Old Slavonic language are actively used (their English equivalents, for example, are: "good-naturedness", "tree", "youth", "gold" and others) in the texts of the media under study.

It should be noted also a clear religious line of language media behaviour of Islam - Today.ru portal. Media texts contain citations from the Koran accompanied by Arabic-Persian borrowings.

Note that the language features of the portal are similar to analogous processes in other media, and they are expressed in the combination of elements: oral and written speech, colloquial and book lexicon. The use of such language resources leads to the presence of jargons, incomplete syntactic constructions, and so on.

Analysis of the theoretical and empirical material of the Internet media outlet showed that the negative phenomena in the field of the online media language include an oversupply of borrowings (mainly Anglicisms and Arabisms), jargon and slang, vernaculars, an abundance of "extra words", a lack of communicative culture of communication participants, "blurring" of genre boundaries and more. These disadvantages are due to the informal nature of
communication and the specifics of this media structure.

Summary

The nature of the multimedia use in the Islamic media can be called "experimental": the editorial tests new tools and tracks the audience's reaction. Its feature is the availability and variety of media services for visualizing information and submitting it in a multimedia way. These tools are accessible and understandable to users. Among the positive aspects of using multimedia in the media outlets, the following can be identified: the desire of journalists for self-development, increasing competitiveness and universalization, development of multimedia thinking, the desire to work in different genre groups. The complexity of the media outlet activity is as follows: preparation of multimedia material takes more time than in the case of creating an ordinary media. In addition, moving to multimedia requires clear planning; and assumes additional financial costs.

Analysis of the portal shows that the main part of content in original journalistic texts is information genres. The most widely distributed are notes, information correlations, reports, and blitz surveys.

Speaking about the qualitative component of media, we note the following: a) the news material is presented by announcements, messages from own correspondents and RSS-streams ("news feed") organized in chronological and thematic sequence; b) advertising materials are represented by the following types: banner advertising, video advertising, photo catalog, and advertising articles.

The language of the Internet media is not only a means of reflecting reality, but also an active tool for creating a virtual reality, and forming a picture of the world.
Conclusions

Further understanding of the portal Islam-Today.ru problematics is possible in the following directions. It's not just about determining the textual specifics, but also the nature of the illustrative material (genre, problem and thematic focus). It is expedient to consider media images of religious, political, and cultural figures.
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